Some advice and reminders for traveling and parking at NCMC’s **Burn, Baby, Burn** concerts at John Carroll University

- I-77 is closed from I-490 to I-480 this weekend, so if you would travel that way, take route 176 instead.
- Cedar Road is under construction from I-271 to Richmond Road, so traffic may be heavy. Alternate routes from I-271:

  Exit Chagrin Blvd and head West. Turn Right onto Green Road. Turn Left onto Fairmount Blvd. Enter the traffic circle and take the immediate first right onto Carroll Blvd. Stay right at the first stop sign (in front of Pizzazz) and enter at the guard house on the left.

Parking, entering from Carroll Blvd. (refer to map below):

- **For wheelchair entrance**, at the guard house, turn left at the stop sign and continue past several buildings. Turn right before Rodman hall and park in handicap spaces to the right. Enter the Administration Building from the accessible ground floor entrance and take the elevator to the first floor. (You can also use other handicap lots, but they are further from the accessible entrance.)
- **For handicap parking if you can negotiate a few steps**, at the guard house turn right. Park in the handicap spaces at the front of the Carroll Expansion Lot or in the Boler Lot.
- **For regular parking**, turn right and park in the Carroll Expansion Lot.